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Tianjin, a big city that once was a foreign settlement of nine countries –
Britain, the United States of America, France, Germany, Japan, Russia,
Italy, Austria, and Belgium, one of the top ten harbors in the world,
and the third biggest Chinese city, also is the city that the delegates were
visiting next. Flying over from Harbin, we arrived in Tianjin, a metropolitan city crowded with people and vehicles. Jianfu Guanyin
Monastery, a nunnery with the second largest Buddhist Academy for
Bhikshunis in China, is located here. The
Abbess, Dharma Master Miaoxian is
young and promising. She is the outstanding disciple of virtuous and reputable Bhikshuni Dhar ma Master
Longlian who established the first nunnery with a Buddhist Academy in China.
N o wo n d e r D h a r m a M a s t e r
Miaoxian could renovate the small and
old temple into such a grand
Bodhimanda and Buddhist Academy for
nuns in three years! Her workload is
tremendous, for in addition to the
ceremonies, she manages to speak
Dharma often to benefit living beings.
Approximately 200 nuns study in this institute. Although located in the
heart of a busy downtown area, this admirable Guanyin Monastery
emerges like a pure lotus flower untainted by the mud.
On a peaceful, sunny day we came back to Beijing, reaching the
halfway point of our trip. Dharma Master Sure and DM Lai had to
return to the United States because of their busy schedules. The remaining delegates climbed the Great Wall to be a hero (It is said that he
who doesn’t reach the Great Wall is not a true man.) Later, we also
visited the great, world famous architectural masterpiece, the Temple
of Heaven.
Travelers come to Beijing from all over the world to visit the Imperial Palace (The Forbidden City), Tiananmen Square, and the Summer Palace. Of course, the delegates were no exception and these places
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were included in the itinerary. Unfortunately,
the weather was not much help as it drizzled
for quite a while.
Nanjing was the capital city for six
dynasties; therefore, many historic sites and
cultural relics remain. Many people might have
heard about the great massacre which happened in Nanjing when Japan invaded China.
The famous Qinhuai Riverbank of old is still
ablaze with lights nowadays, but where are
those poets and artists now? Only their anecdotes remained for us to recollect the flavor.
Linggu (Spirit Valley) Monastery is located
in this ancient capital city of the six dynasties Nanjing. It is said the monastery was first built
in the Later Liang of the Five Dynasties Period.
Emperor Zhu Yuanzhang of the Ming Dynasty realized the good geomancy of the
monastery’s location and wanted to build his
own mausoleum there, so he relocated the
monastery to its current site and named it
Linggu Monastery. The original temple covered 300,000 square meters. Later it was destroyed in war and then a downsized version
was built in the reign of Emperor Tongzhi
of the Qing Dynasty.
Guided by the Abbot, Dharma Master
Jingran, gratefully the delegates were able to worship right in front of the skull sharira of Great
Master Xuanzang. Because the sharira are kept
here for people to pay respects to, the name
Linggu Monastery became so famous and wellknown!
Moreover, there is another famous hall
named Hall without Pillars which measures 22
meters high and 54 meters wide. This hall was
constructed entirely of brick, without using a
single nail or piece of wood. Originally it was
dedicated to the Buddha of Immeasurable
Lifespan. Later it was called Hall of No Pillars
as a pun [Note: In Chinese “Immeasurable” and
“No Pillars” sound alike] and became an exhibition hall. Another treasure in the monastery is a combined painting by three famous
ancient artists: poetry by Li Bai, calligraphy by
Zhenqing Yan, and a painting by Wu Daozi.
Qixia Monastery is another famous temple
around Nanjing with three national treasures:
a Tang dynasaty stone tablet, a Sui dynasty
stupa, and the Caves of a Thousand Buddhas.
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Dharma Master Zongjue, the Guest Prefect, took time to show us all these three
renowned places. Many archaeologists travel here to study Chinese cultural relics, especially those from the Sui and Tang dynasties, such as the stupa and the cliff with a
thousand Buddha caves; all the Buddha images are particularly life-like!
The Tang dynasty stone tablet was locked in a small house. Only authorized people
are allowed to enter. The tablet was commissioned in 676 C.E. by Emperor Gaozong
to commemorate Ming Zhengjun (Ming Sengshao), a hermit of South Qi, who gave
his house for building Qixia Temple. It is over 1300 years old and is the only stone tablet
from the Tang dynasty in the Nanjing area. We were told that it was carved from Qixia
limestone which is 208 million years old. Over 22,000 animal fossils such as stalks of sea
lily and Chinese Goniopora columna are found in the tablet. Thus, it is not only a rare
relic for the study of Tang history and literature, but also a rare treasure containing
ancient animal fossils. Qixia Monastery is the southern branch of the China Buddhist
Academy. Dharma Master Zongjue said there are 50 to 60 student monks here and
sighed, “There are fewer and fewer people wanting to become monks now!”
Jiming (Rooster Crow) Monastery was originally for monks, but later became a
nunnery! One of the top Buddhist Academies for nuns in China, it is located on the
hillside of a city, quite tranquil in the midst of all the hustle and bustle. City walls dating
from the Ming Dynasty remain to protect the monastery. Not only did the virtuous
and reputable Abbess Zongcheng do an excellent job of administrating the nunnery
and the academy, she was also a good model of cultivation for later generations given
the sharira that remained after her cremation.
The Third Tianzhu’s Fajing (Dharma Mirror) Monastery was originally number
three of a series of Lingyin (Spiritual Concealment) monasteries. Actually, Lingyin
Monastery and Fajing Monastery are separated only by a hill - Feilai Peak. Fajing
Monastery was a courtyard for translating sutras during the Eastern Jin Dynasty, and
later turned into a monastery that gradually became Fajing Monastery. Some sites in
the monastery continue to be of historical interest, including Tuofeng (Camel Humps)
Wall, beams from the Ming Dynasty, Three-Lives Rock behind the monastery, platforms for sutra translation, Lotus Cave, etc. Nowadays, Fajing Monastery is the only
nunnery left in the city of Hangzhou. Two Dharma Masters who are sisters lead a few
dozen monastics and laypeople in a self-sustaining lifestyle. The tea farm behind the
monastery is something they are especially proud of!
A few days prior to our visit to Fajing Monastery, Hangzhou of Zhejiang Province was besieged by storms and torrential floods. Because Fajing Monastery is located at the foot of Tianzhu Mountain, water flowed down the mountain and flooded
the monastery, its level rising as high as people’s knees. However, when the delegation
arrived, they saw no sign of the flood. According to the Manager, this is a result of
everyone working together to clean up after the disaster! Furthermore, the flood did
not affect the monastery’s Main Buddha Hall at all. The tea farm was left intact too.
Leaving Hangzhou, the delegation headed for Shanghai’s countryside to Fengxian
County, where the nunnery, Ten Thousand Buddhas Pavilion, is located. The Abbess
here is a rigorous, 88-year-old cultivator. She was sent to the monastery to join the
monastic order at the age of five. Since she was well-liked, virtuous and talented, the
locals protected her and the monastery during the Cultural Revolution so that she
could continue to cultivate until the present day.
Ten Thousand Buddhas Pavilion was built during the Ming dynasty and renovated
during the Qing dynasty. Ruthless warfare left the monastery devastated and dilapidated.
However, the Pavilion was recently rebuilt under the lead of its Manager, Dharma Master Xingkang. She told us that during the construction period, she led everyone person44

ally and carefully planned, designed, bought materials for, ordered, supervised,
and constructed the facility (they did the lighter construction themselves and
only hired help for heavy construction). No wonder the Ten Thousand Buddhas Pavilion is absolutely gorgeous, leaving everyone in awe.
Although the Ten Thousand Buddhas Pavilion is located in a busy city,
it is hidden behind an alley so that larger automobiles cannot get in.
Consequently, when you walk into the alley, you will discover a whole new
world. The pavilion maybe small in size but it has everything a monastery
should have. The caliber is evident from the consistency of design of the
bell and drum tower and the Main Buddha Hall.
Ten Thousand Buddhas Pavilion is constructed in the Tang dynasty
architectural style. The ten thousand Buddha images placed upstairs are
beautifully carved and adorned with shining gold. The high quality workmanship testifies to the worthy talents of the Dharma Masters there.
Shanghai is an internationally known metropolis and the last stop for
the delegation. We visited Longhua (Dragon Flower) Monastery, the oldest
and largest ancient monastery in the Shanghai area. Legend has it that this
monastery was constructed during the Three Kingdoms period by Sun
Quan of Eastern Wu for his mother and named after the story of Maitreya
Bodhisttva realizing Buddhahood
under
the
Longhua tree. The
present Longhua
Monastery was reconstructed during
the reign of
Guangxu of the
Qing dynasty.
However, it essentially maintains the
original Song dynasty style of a
Buddhist Chan
Monastery with
seven halls. Thus, it
is a relatively more
complete monastic
building complex.
Since the
former Abbot
M i n g Ya n g o f
Longhua Monastery and the Venerable Master go back
a long ways and he
had visited the Venerable Master and
the City of Ten
Thousand Buddhas
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three times in the past, the delegation received a most
warm welcome and were led to visit the Tripitaka Hall.
Besides paying respects to Elder Master Ming Yang’s
sharira in the hall, we also got to see the monastery’s
antique collections from different dynasties and its three
well-known treasures: a set of Dragon Tripitaka, a gold
seal and a huge gilded brass Vairocana Buddha image.
One thing worth mentioning is that the Longhua
Pagoda is the oldest and the only pagoda in the Shanghai area. It is said that the Longhua Pagoda was built
during the year of Chiwu of Eastern Wu by Sun Quan,
who gave it the name “Longhua” and used it to store
the five-colored sharira obtained by the Indian monk
Kang Ju Senghui. Architects specializing in ancient buildings verified that Longhua Pagoda was rebuilt during
the second year of Emperor Tai’s reign in the Song
dynasty. They also learned that the bricks in the pagoda
dated from the Northern Song dynasty, which confirms
that the Longhua Pagoda has been standing for more
than a millennium.
The entire itinerary from the Northeast to the South
of China lasted twenty days. Everywhere we went, we
received warm welcomes from the Abbots or supervising Dharma Masters at all the monasteries; it is only
because of the Venerable Master’s virtue and repute.
Our entire trip was blessed with good weather, which is
also a sign of protection from the Venerable Master
and the pantheon of dragons and gods!
The reason that the delegation went so smoothly this
time is also because of the sincerity and unity of the laity.
My best and most sincere regards and respect to all the
Dharma-protecting laypeople; and may all these merits
be dedicated to all beings throughout the Dharma Realm!
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Reflections on Honoring Elders Day (1)

A Letter from an Elder
CHINESE TRANSLATED BY REN DE

Dharma Realm Buddhist Association /
The City of Ten Thousand Buddhas
Thank you! Thank you for the gloriously exciting celebration that honored us
Elders! Despite all the people attending, I
truly felt honored! I’ll be 80 within the
year, yet I have never experienced feeling
truly honored! –––although I’ve received
many kudos and at many a speaker’s table
throughout my life.
The children with their teachers, the
hostesses and hosts, kitchen crew, everybody were wonderful collectively and
individually! The hours flew by!
The Shaolin Monks were remarkable,
formidable and inspiring as they demonstrated the Greater
Reality! Certainly we of the West need to be reminded of
this! Dew Drops will be a precious daily support. Thank you so
much!
Surely the blend of cultures, especially when we gift our
best for each other, will create conditions whereby our human family sharing this beautiful little planet will be enhanced
and flourish! Our children’s future will be Good! Peace,
Wisdom, Good Will and Beauty will reign!
So, I thank you for your beautiful contribution towards
the realization of this glorious Vision.
With all my heart
E. Star Flaniken
November 18, 2007
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Reflections on Honoring Elders Day (2)

The Venerable Master Discusses Shaolin Martial Arts
EXCERPT FROM THE COMMENTARY OF THE VAJRA SUTRA BY MASTER HSUAN HUA
ENGLISH TRANSLATED BY EDITORIAL STAFF
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The sutra lecture time is changed to start at three-thirty or four
and end at five-thirty or six o’clock. Why did we change the time?
It is because there is a Chinese Martial Arts Expo here in the
United States. Chinese martial arts was popularized by Patriarch
Bodhidharma. Originally, martial arts did exist in China, but it was
not as prevalent. Why did it become popular when Bodhidharma
brought it to China?
Back then at the Shaolin Temple, the monks did not have as
many jobs as the monastics nowadays since the technology was
not as advanced and they did not type or photocopy notes like you
do so that you have no false thoughts. All this is cultivation. At that
time, when monastics had no work to do,
they would get angry and start obstructing
one another. No one could cultivate. As a
patriarch, Bodhidharma said, “I will teach
you martial arts. When you master it, not
only is it good exercise, but it will also benefit your cultivation.”
As soon as Patriarch Bodhidharma said
that, the monks replied, “Great! I want to
learn martial arts! ” Therefore, Bodhidharma combined Chinese martial arts and
Indian martial arts and created Shaolin
martial arts. These monks practiced and
gradually mastered it. When people punched
them, they were not harmed since they had copper-like sinews
and iron bones. Did I tell you that they have iron Arhats? Their
heads are as solid as copper and their bodies as strong as iron.
That is why so many monastics learned this kind of kung fu.
Learning martial arts helps to extinguish your distorted thoughts
when it is practiced from morning to night. It also helps you not
be turned by the states created by the six perceived objects: form,
sound, smell, taste, objects of touch and dharma. You will not be
moved by these states and invisibly you are upholding the precepts.
When adhering to the precepts, samadhi arises and then wisdom is
opened. So, many people at that time become enlightened from
practicing martial arts. Because of this, the “Shaolin” sect came
into being. When Shaolin monks went out in public, people were
awed and no one dared to bully them.
With this transmission, Shaolin martial arts is now in the United
States. They have five martial arts centers and often visited me
here. This time when they heard that I was going to visit them, they
gave us four tickets to watch their performance. The rest of you
who wish to watch the performance and be enlightened, you can go
ahead and purchase a ticket. I originally did not plan to go, but since
we have the tickets, I will go in the company of a few Shramaneras.
Perhaps Guo-Zhang could go with me. I like him a lot because he is
a good child. This is the reason why the lecture time is moved. This
is the announcement I would like to tell you. Those of you who
are interested can purchase tickets. I cannot guarantee whether
or not you will become enlightened.
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